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Introduction To The Case
On June 18, 1967, the B.F. Goodrich Wheel and Brake Plant in Troy, Ohio, received a contract to supply
wheels and brakes for the new Air Force light attack aircraft. Goodrich won the contract based on their
competitive bid and, more importantly, their innovative technical design, featuring a light-weight four-rotor
brake1. Before the Air Force could accept the brake, B.F. Goodrich had to present a report showing that the
brake passed specified qualifying tests. The last two weeks of June, 1968, were set aside for flight testing the
brake, giving Goodrich almost a full year for design and testing.
Following brake failure at the June, 1968 flight tests, and the ensuing accusations by a former B.F. Goodrich
employee, Kermit Vandivier, regarding qualification test report falsification and ethical misconduct on the part of
specific B.F. Goodrich personnel, Senator William Proxmire (D-Wisconsin) requested a governmental inquiry
into the brake qualification testing performed by the B.F. Goodrich Troy Plant. On August 13, 1969, a four-hour
Congressional hearing2, chaired by Senator Proxmire, was held to investigate the Air Force A7D Aircraft Brake
Problem.
In 1972, Vandivier wrote a well-crafted article, "Why Should My Conscience Bother Me,"3 which depicted his
version of the Goodrich incident. Consequently, his article formed the basis of what is now known in professional
business and engineering ethics circles and the literature of whistle blowing as "The Aircraft Brake Scandal." As
one of the most famous whistle blowing cases in the literature, The Aircraft Brake Scandal has been hailed as a
paradigm case of the courageous individual challenging an unscrupulous corporation.4 Whistleblower Vandivier
is treated as a hero, a man who lost his job for doing the right thing.
Unfortunately, life is more cluttered, more ambiguous than Vandivier presents. Re-examination shows that the
Airforce Brake Scandal case is, precisely because of the ambiguous nature of life inside corporate America, a
rich source for the student of engineering and ethics. The case shows that whistle blowing was merely a symptom
of larger ethical problems within both Goodrich and the aircraft brake industry as a whole from engineering
responsibility regarding rationalizing ineptitude and failed innovation, the case actors' accountability for
deficiencies in communications, to governmental and industry culpability in allowing erroneous qualification testing
procedures to continue.
The case shows how engineers can be responsible for failed innovation, how easy it is for events to escalate (in
this case, to a formal Congressional hearing) when people fail to communicate and get their facts straight, and
how innovative design often makes testing procedures obsolete, or worse yet, shows that they were in fact
erroneous. While valuable for all engineering students, the case is particularly well suited for design, materials and
professionalism courses.

Guidelines For Presentation
1) Prior to class discussion, distribute student handouts: B.F. Goodrich and the A7-D Brake Problem Case And
the Whistleblowing Debate. Have students come to the discussion class prepared to address Vandivier's claims
in light of the ethical issues raised in the student handout. Do they think Vandivier was morally justified in his
actions? Why and why not?
2) Discuss Overheads 1) and 2), The A7-D Cast of Characters and Vandivier's Goodrich Chronology,
respectively.
3) End the discussion class with Overhead 3), The Aircraft Brake Scandal: Ethical Issues of the Case. Discuss
the ethical issues of the case: obligations of the whistleblower, business and government officials involved in
government procurement contracting, as well as the responsibility of engineers (and their societies) for policing
and correcting long-standing industry practices.
The instructor preparing to lead classroom discussion on this case will find particularly relevant essay #6,
"Loyalty and Professional Rights." Essays #1 through #4 appended at the end of the case listings in the report
also will have relevant background information for the instructor preparing to lead classroom discussion. Their
titles are, respectively: "Ethics and Professionalism in Engineering: Why the Interest in Engineering Ethics?;"
"Basic Concepts and Methods in Ethics;" "Moral Concepts and Theories;" and "Engineering Design: Literature
on Social Responsibility Versus Legal Liability."
Recommended Overheads
1) The A7D Cast of Characters
2) Vandivier's Goodrich Chronology (4 pages)
3) The Aircraft Brake Scandal: Ethical Issues Of The Case
Notes
1. The rotor is a rotating metal disc interspersed with stators, which are stationary metal discs carrying brake
lining material. The rotor and stator discs, when compressed, perform the braking action.
2. Air Force A7-D Brake Problem: Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of
the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, Ninety-First Congress, First Session,
August 13, 1969. LC card 72-606996. Hereinafter referred to as ``Goodrich Hearing.''
3. Vandivier, Kermit. ``Why Should My Conscience Bother Me?'' in Heilbroner, Robert L., et al., In The
Name Of Profit, Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1972, pp. 3-31. See also the reprint
of this article, ``The Aircraft Brake Scandal,'' in Harpers Magazine, 244, April 1972, pp. 45-52.
4. Fielder, John H. ``Give Goodrich a Break,'' Business and Professional Ethics Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1,
Spring 1988, p. 21.
B.F. Goodrich Overheads

1) The A7-D Cast Of Characters
2) Vandivier's Goodrich Chronology (4 pages)
3) "The Aircraft Brake Scandal: Ethical Issues Of The Case"
THE A7D CAST OF CHARACTERS
Subcontractor to LTV
B.F. Goodrich Co., Headquarters
Akron, Ohio
R.G. Jeter, Vice-President and General Counsel, And Secretary
Government Contractor: U.S. Air Force
Robert L. Hartman and Bruce Tremblay
Prime Contractor To Air Force
LTV Aerospace Corporation, Dallas, Texas
B.F. Goodrich Wheel And Brake Plant
Troy, Ohio
H.C. Sunderman (Chief Engineer)
Aircraft Wheel & Brake Design Technical Services
Russell Van Horn (Section Manager)
Russell Line (Section Manager)
Robert Sink (Projects Manager)
Ralph Gretzinger (Test Lab Super)
John Warren (A-7D Design Engineer)
Robert Gloor (Test Lab Engineer)
Searle Lawson (Design Engineer)
Kermit Vandivier (Tech. Writer) 4
Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI)
Agent Joseph Hathaway
Senator William Proxmire (D Wisconsin): Chairman in Air Force A7D Brake Problem Hearing Before the
Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States,
Ninety-First Congress, First Session.

Representative John Conable (R-New York): Subcommittee member
Government Accounting Office (GAO)
Richard W. Gutmann, and staff
Vandivier's Goodrich Chronology
1967
June 18: Goodrich receives Purchase Order P-237138 (for $69,417) from LTV Aerospace Corporation. LTV
orders 202 four-rotor brake assemblies from B.F. Goodrich for the new Air Force A7D light attack aircraft
LTV is contracted to build for the Air Force.
LTV sets last two weeks of June 1968 aside for flight testing of the B.F. Goodrich brake assemblies. Goodrich
must qualify the brake for testing prior to flight test commencement.
June 1967- B.F. Goodrich engineer, Searle Lawson, builds and tests
March 1968: braking prototypes. All tests fail crucial temperature tests.
1968
April 4: Thirteenth attempt to qualify the four-rotor brake begins. No longer any pretense of qualifying the brake
to military specifications. The brake is "nursed" through the required 50 simulated stops, with fans set up to
provide special cooling for the brake.
April 11: Vandivier gets involved. Vandivier, in looking over raw data from the A7D brake tests observes that
many irregularities in testing methods were noted in the test logs. Vandivier queries Lawson and discovers that
Lawson was instructed to deliberately miscalibrate tests, thereby ensuring the four-rotor brake qualifies to the
letter of the government specification.
May 2: Fourteenth and final attempt to qualify the brake begins. Lawson is told by his superiors, Robert L. Sink
and Russell Van Horn, to qualify the brake, "no matter what."
Vandivier's Goodrich Chronology
1968late May: Vandivier refuses to write a falsified qualification report, and is backed up by his immediate
supervisor, Ralph Gretzinger.
Despite protests, graphic portion of Qualification Report Q6031 is completed by Vandivier and Lawson (taking
approximately one month).
Chief Engineer Bud Sunderman informs Gretzinger that the engineering section has no time to write the
qualification report, so the Technical Services section must. Vandivier is ordered to write the report. He does so,
despite the fact that he knows it is a falsified report.
late May: A few days later Lawson returns from a conference in Dallas with LTV and the Air Force, where the
Air Force officials rescind their approval of Qualification Report Q-6031, and demand to see the raw data from

the B.F. Goodrich testing laboratory. Vandivier tells Lawson that his attorney has advised him that both he and
Lawson are guilty of conspiracy. Lawson asks Vandivier to see his attorney, and one week later Lawson is
introduced to FBI agent Hathaway.
June 5: Qualification Report Q-6031 officially published by B.F. Goodrich and delivered to LTV and the Air
Force.
June 12: Flight tests begin at Edwards Air Force Base in California. Lawson is present at the tests, and returns
two weeks later with reports on testing incidents caused by failure of the Goodrich brake.
late June: On hearing Lawson's story about danger to the pilot resulting from the faulty brake, Vandivier sees his
attorney, who advises Vandivier that both he and Lawson might be considered part of a conspiracy to defraud
the government.
early July: Vandivier's attorney takes him to Dayton, Ohio to meet with FBI agent Joseph Hathaway, who
advises Vandivier not to discuss his story, and assures Vandivier he will forward the information to his superiors
in Washington.
Vandivier's Goodrich Chronology
1968
July 27: Saturday morning conference held between Vandivier, Lawson, Sink and Warren to discuss strategies
for telling LTV about the differences in "engineering" interpretation of the test results found in Qualification Report
Q-6031. Sink cautions Vandivier that this is not lying; rather, it is a case of engineering "rationalization," or
judgment. During the meeting, 43 discrepancies were noted. Sink deems only 3 of these worth mentioning to
LTV.
August- Visits between LTV and B.F. Goodrich engineering personnel.
September: (Unbeknownst to Vandivier, a five-rotor brake was being designed and tested, at no additional cost
to either LTV or the Air Force, as a replacement to the faulty four-rotor brake.)
October 11: Lawson resigns his position at Goodrich, securing employment at LTV.
October 18: Vandivier resigns from Goodrich, making his effective date November 1. His letter contains
numerous accusations of ethical misconduct at the Troy Plant over the past six months.
Vandivier's Goodrich Chronology
1968
October 25: Sunderman calls Vandivier in and dismisses him immediately for disloyalty to Goodrich. Sunderman
asks Vandivier if he will take further action. Vandivier says, "Yes." Sunderman responds, "Suit yourself."
October 27: B.F. Goodrich recalls Qualification Report Q-6031 and the four-rotor brake, and announces it will
replace the brake with a new, improved, five-rotor brake at no cost to LTV.
1969

May 13: Senator Proxmire requests GAO to investigate B.F. Goodrich's Qualification Report Q-6031 testing
procedures.
August 13: Four-hour Congressional hearing, chaired by Senator Proxmire, held before the Subcommittee on
Economy in Government to determine: (1) the accuracy of B.F. Goodrich's reported qualification test results; (2)
the effect the defective brakes had on the test pilot's safety; (3) the identification of additional costs, if any,
incurred by the Government to obtain an acceptable brake; and (4) the responsibilities of the Government,
including Air Force actions, in the qualification testing.
August 14: Department of Defense announces changes in inspection, testing and reporting procedures.
The Aircraft Brake Scandal
Ethical Issues Of The Case
1) Was this a clear-cut case of ethical wrong-doing? If so, what were the wrong(s), and did they justify whistle
blowing? What are the responsibilities of the whistleblower?
2) How did events escalate such that the only recourse was whistle blowing? What causal forces spurred
Vandivier to action? What personal, social, economic and political considerations were involved at the time?
What roles did failed technological innovation, poor communications and erroneous qualification testing
procedures play? And, could whistle blowing have been avoided?
3) What procedures can individuals/engineering societies/businesses/government put in place to ensure whistle
blowing is not the end result?
B.F. Goodrich - Air Force A7D Brake Problem Case And The Whistleblowing Debate
Student Handout
June, 1992
Synopsis
On June 18, 1967, the B.F. Goodrich Wheel and Brake Plant in Troy, Ohio, received a contract to supply
wheels and brakes for the new Air Force light attack aircraft. Goodrich won the contract based on their
competitive bid and, more importantly, their innovative technical design (that is, Goodrich was introducing a lightweight four-rotor brake2). Before the Air Force could accept the brake, B.F. Goodrich had to present a report
showing that the brake passed specified qualifying tests. The last two weeks of June, 1968, were set aside for
flight testing the brake, giving Goodrich almost a full year for design and testing.
Following brake failure at the June, 1968 flight tests, and the ensuing accusations by a former B.F. Goodrich
employee, Kermit Vandivier, regarding qualification test report falsification and ethical misconduct on the part of
specific B.F. Goodrich personnel, Senator William Proxmire (D-Wisconsin) requested a governmental inquiry
into the brake qualification testing performed by the B.F. Goodrich Troy Plant. On August 13, 1969, a four-hour
Congressional Hearing3, chaired by Senator Proxmire, was held to determine the effect of the Air Force A7D
Aircraft Brake Problem.
In 1972, Vandivier wrote a well-crafted article, "Why Should My Conscience Bother Me,"4 which depicted his

version of the Goodrich incident. Consequently, his article formed the basis of what is now known in professional
business and engineering ethics circles and the literature of whistle blowing as "The Aircraft Brake Scandal." As
one of the most famous whistle blowing cases in the literature, The Aircraft Brake Scandal has been hailed as a
paradigm case of the courageous individual challenging an unscrupulous corporation.5 Whistleblower Vandivier
is treated as a hero, a man who lost his job for doing the right thing. This case study traces the history of The
Aircraft Brake Scandal, and presents you with the opportunity for judging whether Vandivier did the right thing.
Individuals Involved In The Goodrich Case
Several sets of characters played important roles in both the events that eventually resulted in whistle blowing,
and the 1969 Congressional Hearing. The key players were those working at
the B.F. Goodrich Wheel and Brake Plant in Troy, Ohio: Searle Lawson, Russell Van Horn, Robert Sink and
John Warren (Aircraft Wheel and Brake Design section), and Russell Line, Ralph Gretzinger and Kermit
Vandivier (Technical Services section).
Central Characters B.F. Goodrich Wheel And Brake Plant, Troy, Ohio
Kermit Vandivier, technical writer. As whistleblower, Vandivier claimed that he and Searle Lawson were
ordered to falsify the qualification report. Went to work as a reporter for the Troy Daily News following his
resignation from Goodrich.
Searle Lawson, young design engineer (with a certificate in aircraft design technology and an undergraduate
degree in aeronautical and astronautical engineering) on the A7D brake. Partially corroborated Vandivier's
accusations against Goodrich personnel. Went to work for LTV following his resignation from Goodrich.
Richard Gloor, laboratory test engineer. First to confirm Vandivier's suspicions regarding falsified testing.
Ralph Gretzinger, test lab supervisor. Gretzinger initially opposed data falsification but bowed to pressure from
his immediate supervisor in the Technical Services section, Russell Line.
Russell Line, manager, Technical Services section. Ordered Vandivier to write falsified qualification report.
Russell Van Horn, Robert Sink's, John Warren's and Searle Lawson's immediate supervisor, and manager of
the Aircraft Wheel and Brake Design section, with ultimate responsibility for the A7D proposal and project. Van
Horn ordered Lawson to qualify the final brake test, "no matter what."
Robert L. Sink, non-degreed A7D project manager. Sink, along with Van Horn, ordered Lawson to qualify the
final brake test, "no matter what."
John Warren, design engineer on the A7D attack aircraft brake.
H.C. (Bud) Sunderman, chief engineer for the B.F. Goodrich Wheel and Brake Plant, Troy, Ohio. Sunderman
initially offered to have someone in the engineering department write the qualification report when Vandivier
refused to do so.
An organization chart of the cast of characters is presented on the following page, and brief descriptions of
peripheral actors, and their roles in the Aircraft Brake Scandal case, follow.

THE A7D CAST OF CHARACTERS
Subcontractor to LTV - B.F. Goodrich Co., Headquarters - Akron, Ohio
R.G. Jeter, Vice-President and General Counsel, And Secretary
Government Contractor: U.S. Air Force - Robert L. Hartman and Bruce Tremblay
Prime Contractor To Air Force - LTV Aerospace Corporation, Dallas, Texas
B.F. Goodrich Wheel And Brake Plant - Troy, Ohio - H.C. Sunderman (Chief Engineer)
Aircraft Wheel & Brake Design Technical Services - Russell Van Horn (Section Manager) Russell
Line (Section Manager)
Robert Sink (Projects Manager) Ralph Gretzinger (Test Lab Super)
John Warren (A-7D Design Engineer) Robert Gloor (Test Lab Engineer)
Searle Lawson (Design Engineer) Kermit Vandivier (Tech. Writer)
Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) - Agent Joseph Hathaway
Senator William Proxmire (D-Wisconsin): Chairman in Air Force A7D Brake Problem Hearing Before the
Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States,
Ninety-First Congress, First Session.
Representative John Conable (R-New York): Subcommittee member
Government Accounting Office (GAO) - Richard W. Gutmann, and staff
Peripheral Characters
Senator William Proxmire (D-Wisconsin), chaired the four-hour Congressional Hearing on August 13, 1969.
Proxmire had just made a name for himself with his investigation into cost overruns of the Air Force's C5A
contracts with Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and General Electric Co. by the GAO and the Congressional Joint
Economic Committee.6 As someone known as the "quality assurance" senator, for his tough stand on
government waste, Proxmire's investigations of the C5A and A7D merely set the stage for his later, now
notorious "Golden Fleece Awards," handed out monthly from 1975-1980 to federal government agencies
deemed most wasteful, nay reckless in their disbursement of the tax-payers' dollars. Proxmire was committed to
hunting down what he dubbed legalized thefts, and exposing them to public scrutiny. Thus, Vandivier gave
Proxmire an opportunity to unmask yet another possible government procurement rip off.
Joseph Hathaway, FBI agent. Vandivier and Lawson met with Agent Hathaway at the recommendation of
Vandivier's attorney.
Robert L. Hartman, Chief Systems Engineer, United States Air Force.
Bruce Tremblay, Systems Group Leader, Headquarters, Aeronautical Systems Division (AFSC), Wright
Patterson Air Force Base.

General Accounting Office (GAO) investigators Richard W. Gutmann, Guy A. Best, Stanley R. Eibetz,
Jerome P. Pederson, and Steven Haycock. The GAO is the auditing arm of Congress, and thus investigated the
allegations against the B.F. Goodrich Company, and documented their findings in GAO Report B167023,
"Review of the Qualification Testing of Brakes For the A7D Aircraft."7
R.G. Jeter, vice-president and general counsel, and secretary of the B.F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio. Testified
on behalf of Goodrich headquarters at the August 13, 1969 Congressional Hearing.
The Aircraft Brake Scandal: Vandivier's Decision To Blow The Whistle
The Aircraft Brake Scandal pivots on problems associated with technological innovation. In 1945 B.F. Goodrich
installed a Wheel and Brake Plant in Troy, Ohio, a typical small (population approximately 15,000 in 1960)
company town. Hobart Industries was Troy's dominant enterprise, and Goodrich ranked Troy's fourth largest
employer. A medium-sized firm, Goodrich had an informal setting and everyone was on familiar terms with their
coworkers.
As a subsidiary of the B.F. Goodrich Company, headquartered in Akron, Ohio, the Plant took over the
pioneering aviation operations of the Waco Plane Company, building World War II troop gliders for the Air
Force. The aerospace industry represented a fraction of Goodrich's business (approximately five percent8), and
while contracting work meant that many projects were underway at once, aircraft brakes were based on
straightforward electro-mechanical technology and most innovations were elementary.9 Thus, for its first 20
years, most Troy Plant employees were trained in two-year colleges or on the floor. While a managerial
hierarchy existed, no formal channels of communication were in place. As a small operation, employing 600
people (200 of whom were salaried professionals), there was little need for such elaborate procedures.10
In the early 1960's, disc brakes replaced brake drums. The need for more sophisticated engineering became
evident at Goodrich, and many of the Plant's earlier positions were eliminated. For example, with a background
in electronics, Vandivier's expertise as an instrumentation technician was no longer part of Goodrich's vital
operations; therefore, in 1965 he was reassigned as a technical writer. Other Goodrich employees suffered the
same fate. Degreed engineers were hired for meeting the needs of new technologies and governmental
contracting requirements.11 Despite Goodrich's small operation, their new, more sophisticated labor pool
established a reputation for providing excellent brakes for both military and civilian aircraft. Thus, Goodrich
became a strong competitor for the A7D aircraft brake contract.
On June 18, 1967, the Goodrich Troy Plant received Purchase Order P237138 from the Ling-Temco Vought
(LTV) Co. of Dallas, Texas, contracting for 202 brake assemblies for the new A7D light attack aircraft. While
built for the Navy, the A7D light attack bomber was procured by the Air Force; hence, the A7D was a joint
Navy/Air Force program. LTV was awarded the prime contract for the A7D, and was responsible for
subcontracting to other specialists in the aircraft industry. LTV received four quotes from top specialists in the
brake field: Goodrich, Bendix Aviation Products Division, General Tire and Rubber Co., and Goodyear Aviation
Products Division. LTV awarded Goodrich the contract based on Goodrich's competitive bid and, more
importantly, their innovative technical design (that is, Goodrich was introducing a light-weight four-rotor brake).
Once discs replaced drums, the industry standard for Air Force aircraft brakes was based on a heavier fiverotor model. Because the design of the aircraft disc brake is very tough technically, and costs associated with
improving it often outweigh the benefits from so doing, there was little innovation in the aircraft brake industry
through the 1960's. Thus, Goodrich's proposed lighter-weight, four-rotor brake was considered state-of-the-art

design in a relatively static industry.12 Goodrich's innovative brake design meant that the A7D light attack
aircraft could carry a heavier payload (that is, munitions). Considering the cost and payload advantages, both the
U.S. Navy and Air Force supported the LTV decision, and Goodrich was awarded the A7D contract.
Standard governmental qualification testing specifications and procedures were written with the five-rotor brake
in mind.13 Qualification testing specifications were written by specialists in the aircraft brake industry, and
procedures ensured that any properly designed five-rotor brake could meet, with some engineering discretion,
testing qualifications to the letter of the government's specifications. With the five-rotor precedent as their guide,
both the government and LTV specification documents (Military Spec MilW5013GUS Air Force and LTV
Specification Document 2041637D) adopted these long-held, five-rotor standards for the Goodrich four-rotor
brake.14 Meeting specifications was not difficult, and when brakes did not meet the intent of the specifications,
compromise was commonplace. The subcontractor had license to modify procedures as necessary, provided
they kept the prime contractor apprised of adjustments or problems.15
A common understanding developed over time between those working within the brake industry. And while rules
were not meant for breaking per se, trust was cultivated between the various specialists.16 With professional
understandings between prime contractor LTV and subcontractor Goodrich in place, LTV set the last two
weeks of June 1968 aside for flight testing. This gave Goodrich almost one full year for designing and testing the
four-rotor brake.
John Warren, one of Goodrich's best engineers, designed the initial A7D four-rotor brake. In his early 30's,
Warren had an excellent track record in aircraft brake design. He was involved in notable designs, including the
Air Force C5A brake contracted to Lockheed and General Electric, as well as the Boeing 727 brake.17 After
he completed the design, Warren handed off the brake so he could work on the many other brake projects inprogress at the Troy Plant.
Searle Lawson, a young and recent aeronautical and astronautical college graduate, was assigned the task of
testing brake lining temperatures in Warren's design prior to building the final prototype of the A7D brake. This
was Lawson's first real job working on brakes.18 Through March of 1968, he built and tested sundry
prototypes so that appropriate lining materials could be chosen. During Lawson's laboratory test stops, however,
he was alarmed by the brake's high temperature reading, as well as the fact that it glowed a bright cherry-red and
threw off sparks.19
Following several simulated landings, Lawson examined the linings and noticed they had disintegrated. Lawson
realized in December of 1967, a full six months into the project, that the A7D brake had a fundamental design
flaw. From his training, Lawson understood the brake was too small and could not withstand the demands of a
normal aircraft landing. "The brake would not make the required number of stops as far as [specification
requirements for the] life of the brake [were concerned]. It just would not make it."20
Lawson reported his findings to the design engineer, Warren, who assured him it was not a design problem.
Warren said the four-rotor brake design was neither too small nor in need of more material, and he instructed
Lawson to try still other lining materials.21 Lawson then spent much of his time in Cleveland, learning about lining
materials. Trying countless materials, he continued testing the brake, but the results were always the same: the
Goodrich brake could not meet the Air Force and LTV specification requirements without "nursing" the brake
through the various tests.22
Warren was busy with other projects in the Plant, and had disassociated himself from the A7D brake. He did not

advocate misrepresenting the A7D brake; he just no longer wanted a role in the A7D because his project
segment was complete. Thus, as engineer responsible for testing the brake, the A7D was now Lawson's
exclusive domain.23 Unable to discuss the possible implications of the over-zealous goals of the four-rotor brake
with Warren, and deciding he was still not satisfied with the designer's recommendations, Lawson took his
concerns to his immediate supervisor, Robert L. Sink, Goodrich A7D project manager. Sink told Lawson to
keep testing different materials, noting that he had already assured LTV several times that the brake design was a
success, and that Warren's design would work. Sink further reminded Lawson that if the design did prove faulty,
Sink would answer to Goodrich executives and LTV.24
Parts began arriving at the plant and over the next few months a working model was built so that full qualification
tests could begin. By late March, 1968, Goodrich attempted qualifying the brake by military specifications 12
times, and each time the brake failed the specified temperature tests. At the same time, Sink continued assuring
LTV that brake tests were going smoothly. As far as Lawson was concerned, however, Warren's innovative
design was a dismal failure, and the June flight testing dates were fast approaching.
On April 4, 1968, the 13th qualifying attempt was made, but again, without nursing the four-rotor brake,
Goodrich qualification testing was unsuccessful. In fact, Goodrich personnel set up special cooling fans in the
testing laboratory to both avoid problems with lining material and meet the specifications.25 On April 11, 1968,
after a full year of brake qualifying tests, Kermit Vandivier found himself involved in the A7D operation when he
discovered many discrepancies between the military specifications and the qualification tests carried out at
Goodrich.26 Vandivier was then a technical writer for Goodrich. He had worked for the company for six years,
the first three as an instrumentation technician, and his last three as a writer. As low man on the Goodrich totem
pole, the major component of Vandivier's work involved reading numbers off the testing strip chart, and plotting
the curves for inclusion in qualification reports.27 The writing task was routine, and a boiler-plate format was
used. Although a time-consuming effort, it did not require an engineer's expertise. Their time was better spent on
engineering design and testing. Thus, Vandivier was assigned the scripting task. After plotting the engineering
curves, Vandivier wrote the appropriate documentation that would accompany the testing data in the qualification
report. Yet, on seeing these recent discrepancies between the military specifications and the Goodrich four-rotor
brake test results, Vandivier questioned whether he should compose a report that was so out of step with the
military specifications. While not formally trained, Vandivier had worked as official scribe on enough Goodrich
reports to feel something was awry in this particular case.28 "All of these incidents were in clear violation of
military specifications and general industry practice."29
Vandivier took his concerns to his immediate supervisor, Ralph Gretzinger, Test Lab Supervisor, who assured
him that the testing laboratory would not issue a misrepresentation of the qualification tests. However,
Within a few days, a typewritten copy of the test logs of test T1867 [the 13th attempt] was sent to LTV in order
to assure LTV that a qualified brake was almost ready for delivery.
Virtually every entry in this so-called copy of the test logs was drastically altered. As an example, the stop time
for the worn brake maximum energy stop was changed from 141 seconds to a mere 46.8 seconds.30
On hearing of the interim report, Vandivier questioned Richard Gloor, test laboratory engineer, who told him that
Lawson had directed the test lab to miscalibrate the instruments, at the order of one of Lawson's superiors.
When Vandivier approached Lawson about qualification test T-1867, Lawson confirmed Gloor's account.31
Lawson told Vandivier that they were going to make a 14th attempt at qualifying the brake; however, that
Robert Sink, A7D project manager (Lawson's immediate supervisor), and Russell Van Horn, manager of the

Aircraft Wheel and Brake Design section, had told Lawson that, "Regardless of what the brake does on the
[14th] test [conducted in May, 1968], we are going to qualify it,"32 and that if the 14th test failed, the report
would be written based on test T1867.33 That said, Sink left for California on Troy Plant business.34 In his
absence, Sink left Warren in charge of the A7D, but Warren was busy working on other design-related projects,
and had little time available for helping Lawson.35
On May 2, 1968, the 14th attempt at qualifying the brake was made. The brake was nursed along, and little
lining was left after the 45 simulated stops.36 While the tests were conducted, Lawson asked Vandivier to
commence writing the qualification report. Vandivier was incensed and refused to write a qualification report he
felt was based on falsified data. At first, Gretzinger backed Vandivier's decision, and said he would approach his
own supervisor, Russell Line, manager of the technical services section, and get the matter cleared up. "He
consulted Mr. Line and assured me that both had concurred in the decision not to write a qualification report."37
Meanwhile, on return from California, Sink told Lawson to start writing the report, and then Sink again left Troy
on Goodrich business. When Lawson told Vandivier his predicament, Vandivier offered to help gather the test
data.38 By the end of May, 1968, Vandivier and Lawson completed the graphic portion of Qualification Report
Q603139, and discussed the implications of what they were doing.40 Vandivier was so concerned about the
implications of a falsified report that he even went above his own immediate supervisor to discuss the matter with
Line. In many companies today, never mind in a company operating in 1968, his was a pretty daring move.
Goodrich had not yet developed procedures for problems like the one Vandivier found himself embroiled in;
thus, going over his immediate supervisor and side-stepping discussions with Sink (because he was out of town)
meant that Vandivier had already started the whistle blowing process.
Having taken his concerns to everyone but the chief engineer, Bud Sunderman, and having the graphic portion of
the report complete, Vandivier felt his involvement in Qualification Report Q6031 was at an end. This was not
his fortune, however, and despite Vandivier's efforts to avoid writing the narrative portion of the report,
Gretzinger told him he had no choice.41
Goodrich submitted Qualification Report Q6031 to LTV on June 12, 1968, without either Vandivier or Lawson
notifying Sunderman or Goodrich corporate headquarters in Akron of their misgivings. Lawson's testimony at the
Congressional Hearing helps explain why this was so. "I really didn't feel there was anybody above [Sink] that I
could take it to."42
In mid-June, flight tests on the brake began at Edwards Air Force Base in California. On Goodrich's behalf,
Lawson witnessed the tests. No members of the Air Force were present at the flight tests, as their presence was
not required. And while LTV officials were present at some preliminary tests, no LTV representative attended
the final flight test.
When he returned two weeks later, Lawson told Vandivier about various mishaps during flight testing. Listening
to Lawson's concerns about possible dangers associated with the brake convinced Vandivier that he should
contact his attorney, which he did before the day was out. "[My attorney] advised me that, while I was
technically not guilty of committing a fraud, I was certainly part of a conspiracy to defraud."43 Vandivier's
attorney also suggested that Vandivier meet with U.S. Attorney Roger Makely in Dayton.
On his return, Vandivier told Lawson that his attorney had advised him that both he and Lawson were guilty of
conspiracy; not that they might be, but that they were. Fearing conspiracy charges, Lawson asked Vandivier if he
would arrange a meeting for him with Vandivier's attorney.44 Asked at the Congressional Hearing why he made

the statements he did to the FBI, Lawson responded:
I believe my [real] feeling for going to the FBI was one of just, I guess, protecting myself. I realized from
speaking with Mr. Warren, who had made statements to me to the effect that whenever something gets in
trouble, referring to being at the Goodrich plant, you were on your own, don't look for your supervisors to be
around, and from seeing experiences, experiencing things at Goodrich, where Mr. Sink had been involved in
another incident, and somebody else was demoted, and other items like that, that I felt that I needed to talk to
somebody about it, because it was a pretty serious situation, and the only person I could think of was to consult
an attorney, and then he advised me to talk to the FBI.
Several days later, Lawson left on another LTV visit. While Lawson was in Dallas, Vandivier's attorney called
and said that on the advice of Makely, he had arranged an interview with the Dayton office of the FBI.
Vandivier's attorney arranged a meeting for him with FBI agent Joseph Hathaway in Dayton, Ohio. Hathaway
told Vandivier not to discuss his concerns about the ethical misconduct at Goodrich's Troy Plant, and asked
Vandivier if Lawson would corroborate his story. Vandivier assured him Lawson would.
When Lawson returned, Vandivier described his visit with his attorney, and what the attorney said. Lawson,
taking Vandivier at his word, and without approaching anyone in the Goodrich hierarchy, met with Vandivier's
attorney, and both Vandivier and Lawson met with FBI agent Hathaway.45 Around the same time, Mr. Bruce
Tremblay, Systems Group Leader for Landing Gear in Airframe Subsystem Directorate, Aeronautical Systems
Division of the Air Force Systems Command, requested the raw data for Goodrich's Qualification Report Q6031.46 Goodrich declined Tremblay's request for raw data, stating that it was considered proprietary
information. As noted by Tremblay, such a refusal was rare; however, Goodrich kept data in-house as a longestablished policy, and gave Air Force officials the opportunity to review the raw data at the Troy Plant.47
On Saturday morning, July 27, a damage control meeting took place between Vandivier, Lawson, Warren and
Sink. Sink had been away, off and on, for almost three months. He called the meeting to discuss how best to tell
LTV about the discrepancies or engineering interpretations inherent in the test results of the four-rotor brake.
Finances no longer mattered, for Goodrich was well over-budget given all the extra testing associated with the
four-rotor brake.48 Lawson manned the blackboard, and together the four meeting participants compiled a list
of discrepancies.49 Of the 43 discrepancies noted, Sink made the final decision that 40 of the discrepancies
could be considered inconsequential, that only three were deemed worth mentioning.
As often happens, Vandivier, the bringer of bad news, was now alienated50 from day-to-day operations, and
openly hostile to Sink. He no longer expressed his concerns, and instead relayed his suspicions to FBI agent
Hathaway.
On August 26, 1968, Tremblay submitted his official letter to Robert L. Hartman, Chief Systems Engineer,
Headquarters, Aeronautical Systems Division (AFSC), Wright Patterson Air Force Base. Because the Goodrich
report contained no original test data, only re-plotted information, and "The method of conducting the test was
highly unconventional and without suitable explanation acceptable to this office,"51 Tremblay recommended
withholding approval of Goodrich's four-rotor brake.
Meanwhile, work had already commenced at the Goodrich Troy Plant on a five-rotor brake that would replace
the disqualified four-rotor model.
A number of visits took place between Goodrich Troy staff and LTV staff in Dallas throughout August and

September. The activities between Air Force, LTV and Goodrich Troy Plant personnel paralleled Vandivier's
clandestine meetings with FBI agents, where he transferred sundry documents to agent Hathaway and others.52
From Vandivier's now limited vantage point at Goodrich, the October 8 meeting was just another forum for Sink,
where Sink could ensnare others in his own prevarications. Vandivier did not attend the October 9 meeting, and
work continued apace on the new five-rotor brake with all indications that it was meeting standards to the letter
of the military specifications. In fact, one of Lawson's initial designs had been reworked, and he was immersed in
the five-rotor brake project.53 As with so many whistleblowers, Vandivier was frightened, knew he was low
man on the totem pole, and was now walking alone. He found himself talking about the brake problem with
anyone who would listen; however, most employees were busy on other projects and preferred not getting
involved. His training was in out-moded electronics and writing, and he had a family of seven to feed. His
situation looked grim at best.54
In 1968 LTV sponsored a hire-a-friend program, and one of the people working on the A7D project suggested
Lawson apply for a recent opening. Seeing a career opportunity, and anxious to leave Troy for an assortment of
personal rather than professional reasons, Lawson applied for the position. In October he was offered a position
with LTV, and when he resigned his post at Goodrich on October 11 (effective October 25, 1968), he burned
no bridges and had no intentions of blowing the whistle on Goodrich. In fact, Russell Van Horn offered him
reassignment to another section of the Plant, if working under Sink caused his resignation. Lawson assured Van
Horn that his reasons for terminating were personal in nature, and let him know he looked forward to working
with Goodrich on the A7D and other brake projects.55
Vandivier submitted his own letter of resignation on October 18, replete with accusations against Goodrich.56
As the Plant's chief engineer, Bud Sunderman was not always privy to day-to-day operations within the plant,
instead leaving Sink and Line that task in their respective departments. Thus, it is conceivable that rumors of
Vandivier's allegations had not reached him, so when he read Vandivier's letter, Sunderman was likely shocked.
On October 25 Sunderman called Vandivier to his office and dismissed him immediately for disloyalty.57 When
Sunderman asked if Vandivier would take his allegations further, Vandivier said, "Yes." Ushered out of the Troy
Plant on October 18, Vandivier started working for the Troy Daily News, a local newspaper for which he had
been writing local political commentary part-time since 1965.58
Vandivier told his editor at the Troy Daily News about his experience at Goodrich. The editor had just received
a Ford Foundation grant, and passed his story to others in Washington. The story reached Senator William
Proxmire (D-Wisconsin), and he was receptive to Vandivier's tale of misdeeds at Goodrich. Proxmire had
earned the distinction of quality assurance senator, for his tough stand on government waste.
On May 13, 1969, Proxmire requested that the Government Accounting Office (GAO) review the brake
qualification testing performed by the Goodrich plant in Troy. The GAO reviewed the operations at Goodrich,
and submitted a report to Senator Proxmire on July 3, 1969, with a follow-up letter dated July 11, 1969.59 On
receiving the report, and without consulting Goodrich personnel, on August 4, 1969 Senator Proxmire made the
first public announcement on the Senate floor, both about Vandivier's allegations against Goodrich and the GAO
investigation.
On August 13, 1969, a four-hour Congressional Hearing, chaired by Senator Proxmire, was held before the
Subcommittee on Economy in Government. The purpose of the Congressional Hearing was to determine: (1) the
accuracy of Goodrich's reported qualification test results; (2) the effect the defective brakes had on the test
pilot's safety; (3) the identification of additional costs, if any, incurred by the Government to obtain an acceptable

brake; and (4) the responsibilities of the Government, including Air Force actions, in the qualification testing.60
GAO Report B167023, as well as the Congressional Hearing testimony presented by GAO representatives,
showed that Goodrich's qualification testing procedures did not comply with Government specifications, some of
the discrepancies in the report were indeed significant,61 and overall Qualification Report Q6031 did not present
an honest picture.62 In general, report findings support Vandivier's claims that the report was falsified.63
In terms of the effects of the defective brakes on the test pilot's safety, Congressional Hearing testimony suggests
that this point was overstated; however, in the fog of battle, no one could be sure what would happen to the pilot
had the brakes failed. The consequences of design failure are not often known in advance, and in many industries
seeming redundancies are used. While engineers have a deserved reputation for over-engineering, that tendency
is itself a product of experience with unexpected failure (witness "the unsinkable Titanic"). Yet, while some risk
always exists, Lawson testified at the Congressional Hearing that while he believed there was some danger to the
test pilot, it was much less than he had once assumed.64
Congressional Hearing testimony also confirmed that no additional costs were incurred by the Government in
obtaining an acceptable brake, and that aircraft delivery and testing was not hindered in any way because of the
Goodrich brake problem.65 But who would incur the additional costs, given the four-rotor brake was
egregiously over budget? Perhaps not the government in this one particular instance, but surely costs were
absorbed elsewhere.
This leaves us with puzzling points involving qualification testing procedures. In addition to haphazard events
caused by technology-related and communications problems, the evidence supplied by witnesses at the
Congressional Hearing raises other issues surrounding culpability of Goodrich, LTV and Air Force personnel in
lax qualification testing procedures. Because aircraft five-rotor brake technology had changed so little and failure
seemed so remote, those concerned with the A7D brake allowed what we now perceive as slack in the
qualification testing procedures.
When Proxmire questioned witnesses at the Congressional Hearing, no one other than the GAO representatives
thought the testing procedures then in place were odd, even though they revealed that testing procedures were
indiscriminately monitored, critical LTV and Government officials missed witnessing important flight tests, and no
definite procedures were in place.66 At first blush, Congressional Hearing evidence points to ambiguous
qualification testing procedures. But if a company can be trusted, why not cut down on supervision? Part of what
contracting with professionals means is that you can avoid the additional supervision costs. Government and
industry alike now often omit certain kinds of monitoring for companies that have quality control and ethics
procedures in place. Yet, with increases in technological sophistication, and mounting bureaucratic layers, can
any of us afford to eliminate quality control checks?
Gutmann noted that Government signatures on reports seemed to carry little or no force, and that Government
quality assurance seemed lacking at final testing; for example, there were no Defense Contract Administration
Service (District) personnel present during any of the test flights.67 Richard W. Gutmann, deputy director of the
Defense Division for the GAO, stated that the deficiency in government quality assurance left the entire
subcontracting responsibility with the prime contractor, LTV, a situation that seemed unacceptable in government
procurement. Gutmann said that because discrepancies found in the report were significant, and that having a
government presence before the final flight tests was necessary, that "... it is basically the lack of participation in
the qualification testing where we consider the procedures inadequate."68 And Gutmann again confirmed that
while a government official had signed the qualification report, it was essentially meaningless. It simply meant the

official had seen it, not that he had necessarily approved it.69
Finally, the Congressional Hearing lasted only four hours. This conveys the relative insignificance of the case as it
was perceived by contemporary standards. Finding no "golden fleece" on which to ride, Proxmire merely wanted
to confirm that the Government's nose was clean, that the taxpayers were not being ripped off over yet another
Air Force cost overrun like the C5A.70 No action was taken against Goodrich, and despite Vandivier's
contention that an announcement of "sweeping changes" in government contracting procedure were initiated
following the Congressional Hearing, Federal government contracting procedures were constantly changed to
meet the challenges of technological innovation and bureaucratic expediency.
The major change following the Goodrich incident involved governmental inspection procedures. With more
people involved in fulfilling a contract, and with technological shifts, more checkpoints were enforced. Essentially,
the cost of information (that is, finding out which professionals you could trust) had increased. The other change
that occurred was that Goodrich, because of its blunder, was forced to deliver a redesigned, traditional five-rotor
brake, so that the A7D aircraft could make its successful debut at Luke Air Force Base, Arizona in November
of 1969 without murmur of impropriety.
No one then at Goodrich lost his (there were no women involved in this particular incident) job because of the
incident; however, no one ascended the corporate ladder either. Warren, Line and Van Horn continued working
for Goodrich, with the usual promotions and perks. Warren stills works at the Troy Plant, and Line and Sink
retired from the Troy Plant; they did not climb the Akron hierarchical ladder. And despite the claims in
Vandivier's article, Sink was not promoted. Instead, he was reassigned to the technical writing division, arguably
a step down from managing technology-related projects. This is significant, for it shows that Goodrich took
corrective measures with personnel-related problems in the Plant, and took remedial action where Sink was
concerned.
Lawson's superiors at LTV were most forgiving, and despite his complicity in writing a less than honest report,
he remains an LTV employee to this day.
From the day of the Congressional Hearing forward, business in the aircraft brake industry continued apace, and
normal practices returned. The changes made in government contracting procedures were well underway when
The Aircraft Brake Scandal made its debut, and Military Specification MilW5013HUS was just another in a
long series of modified procedures over time. Changes put more inspection points into contracting, but no one
argued that more inspection was superfluous.71 The changes were neither earth shattering in terms of
governmental contracting procedures, nor did they significantly effect the day-to-day operations of Air Force
prime and subcontractors. It was "business as usual."
When Lawson heard about Vandivier's chapter for the book, "In the Name of Profit," he met with Goodrich staff
and wrote Doubleday, publisher of the book, a letter disavowing Vandivier's claims. To Lawson, Vandivier was
motivated (as any sane writer is) by publishing his work, and the Goodrich case provided the perfect story for
launching a new career. Lawson, on the other hand, was on a successful career-track at LTV, was on good
terms with staff at Goodrich, and wanted the entire aircraft brake scandal behind him.72
In 1972, Doubleday published Vandivier's version of the Goodrich story, and it soon appeared in Harper's
Weekly. Goodrich never sued Vandivier for publishing his account of the Goodrich story, in part because the
costs of so doing far outweighed any benefits to the corporation.73 How could they know the article would be
used time and again over the next 20 years, as a case of the courageous individual battling an insensitive

corporate hierarchy?
Twenty years later, the power of Vandivier's words live on. But have those of us using his article done the
Goodrich case justice? Evidence provided shows that the long-term implications of what happened at Goodrich
remain unresolved. Those involved in the Goodrich case were lucky; however, our failure to learn from the past
is much in evidence today witness what happened with Challenger when pressures for fulfilling a government
contract outweighed presenting an honest picture of a technology's limitations.
Was this really a case of intentional deception solely on the part of B.F. Goodrich? Does the case involve
professional engineering judgment (or rationalization), negligence, incompetence, or fraud? And, if it was
intentional deception (making it a legitimate case of ethical wrong-doing), who was guilty beyond Vandivier and
Lawson, and was Vandivier morally justified in blowing the whistle on B.F. Goodrich? These are difficult
questions to answer, mostly because life is ambiguous inside corporate America.
Ethical Issues Of The Case Points For Discussion
Questions posed throughout the Congressional Hearing aimed at resolving the issue of whether the Air Force
A7D Brake Problem case really involved ethical wrong-doing solely on the part of B.F. Goodrich whether
Goodrich personnel intended to deceive either LTV or the Air Force (never mind the public) by falsifying
Qualification Report Q6031. There is sufficient circumstantial evidence to suggest intentional deception as a
possibility; however, there is no direct evidence beyond the claims of Vandivier (and, by implication, Lawson)
that the reports were intentionally falsified.
Evidence from the case exposes three significant causes for the escalation of events at Goodrich: failed
technological innovation, failure to communicate full information (from the Air Force down), and lack of credible
and enforceable governmental qualification testing procedures.
Failed technological innovation exposed communication and qualification testing procedural problems already in
place. Then, the inability (perceived or real) to communicate concerns created an atmosphere where whistle
blowing became inevitable for Vandivier. Vandivier did not have access to counsel within the corporate hierarchy
of Goodrich. The same is true of Lawson. Goodrich personnel within the Troy Plant (specifically Sink) did not
keep Vandivier within the communication loop after Vandivier voiced his concerns. Air Force and LTV
personnel neither attended crucial tests, nor asked the right questions of the right people. And GAO
representatives and Senator Proxmire did not follow up on puzzling points, both in the GAO report and at the
Congressional Hearing, points that might have resolved the larger technical and ethical issues.
Vandivier's technical expertise remains a problem. As revealed in the Congressional Hearing, and pointed out by
Fielder, Vandivier did not even complete his high school education, even though he testified that he had.74 He
was employed as a technical writer, and despite the writer's claim to professional stature, in 1968 the term
technical writer was a dubious distinction, and did not constitute the ranking of a technical professional. His
technical expertise is questionable, and his charges are based on second-hand information. In addition, a boilerplate format was used for all qualification reports, so Vandivier did not need much in the way of technical knowhow for report completion. He simply fulfilled a cost-effective clerical role in the Goodrich operation.
When Proxmire asked Vandivier if this kind of thing had ever happened before, had any other technical writer
for Goodrich been asked to falsify documentation, Vandivier said that, to his knowledge, this was the first time.
And when Proxmire questioned him on the usual practice regarding discrepancies in testing, how Goodrich

normally handled such situations, Vandivier revealed that if there were deviations in testing procedures, Goodrich
put those deviations in writing and usually a compromise was reached with the contractor.75
Vandivier worked at Goodrich for six years, three as an instrumentation technician, and the last three as a
technical writer. On whose technical authority did Vandivier base his falsification argument? It was Lawson;
however, Lawson had just graduated and was working under a designer whose specialization was the aircraft
brake. Lawson had theoretical knowledge, but lacked practical experience. In addition, there were at least 30
other professionals on staff during the qualifying tests. Why was there only one person (a technical writer) willing
to come forward, and only one other (an inexperienced engineer) willing to give a half-hearted corroboration of
the charges?
When Proxmire questioned Lawson about the falsification of the report he prepared with Vandivier, Lawson's
statement was less than accusatory.76 In retrospect, Lawson states that he was naive about government
contracting in particular, but also about aircraft brake testing in general. He had theoretical training, but was
unfamiliar with the work in practice. For example, he notes that all brakes glow a bright cherry red under similar
testing, but he did not know that at the time. When he perceived intentional deception on Sink's part, he
panicked, and mistrusted the advice of most of the experts around him. In addition, he feels that had he known
the procedures better, he could have advised them that the four-rotor brake would have worked. This assumes,
however, that other Goodrich personnel would have been straightforward about the limitations of the new
technology. Receiving the benefit of increased payload meant that the four-rotor brake would have worn out
sooner. It might have stopped 300 instead of 400 times (as set out in the specifications). With that knowledge, all
concerned could have accessed information necessary for making a more informed decision about whether the
benefits of the four-rotor brake outweighed its drawbacks.77
Another former Goodrich researcher78 contends that in 1967 the design engineers, specifically Warren, thought
they possessed the necessary technical knowledge. Brake engineering specialists at that time decided that what
they deemed a small deviation in temperature was of little consequence, and because military specifications were
unrealistic for the innovative four-rotor brake, they took greater liberty with engineering interpretation. As
evidenced by Congressional Hearing testimony, neither Vandivier nor Lawson were aware of the extent to which
specialists accommodated such procedural guidelines, until, of course, the four-rotor brake forced the issue.79
At bottom, the erroneous qualification testing procedure is the most troubling point of the case. Testing
procedures were lax because over time faith in proven technologies, as well as a professional trust, developed.
While the procedures were discussed in the Congressional Hearing, the issue disappeared, and was not of
paramount concern to either Proxmire or others involved in the case. But what would have happened if the
problems with qualification testing and reporting procedures had become politicized? Would all involved in the
aircraft brake industry be forced to reconcile their qualification testing procedures because someone at Goodrich
covered up a mistake using engineering rationalization and loose qualification testing procedures as an
excuse?
Members of the Goodrich staff did not present an honest picture of what the four-rotor brake's limitations were.
But the Congressional Hearing testimony also shows that those involved (from government procurement officials
through subcontractors like Goodrich) were comfortable modifying reports so that their brakes would meet the
requirements laid out by the military specifications.
Thus, beyond technological and communication problems, the evidence supplied at the Congressional Hearing
make testing verification procedures appear somewhat ludicrous. Written signoff meant virtually nothing, and

attendance at crucial test points seemed arbitrary and optional. When Conable asked Lawson what a qualifying
report meant was it production ready or test ready? Lawson stated that it meant the brake was qualified for flight
testing only, that it had to pass flight testing before a production brake was made for airplanes.80 When asked
what Goodrich gained by falsifying data, Lawson stated that he felt Goodrich could gain nothing, that it was a
case of certain individuals' pride, and that upper management had no idea what was going on.
There were no clearly-defined levels of accountability for the project. Lines of responsibility were blurred such
that everyone's vision of the project became microscopic; hence, no one saw the aggregate implications of the
A7D brake.81 In addition, testing procedures were no longer adequate (note: inadequate, not illegal) for meeting
the challenges of innovation. But were they ethical, especially regarding the qualification testing? And who is
culpable for letting such misleading qualification testing procedures persist?
Procedures were put in place because, in essence, no one ever expected that an innovative brake would cause
such a stir. This meant those involved with the A7D could act out the qualification testing masquerade; hence, all
involved were carrying out improper testing procedures to some degree, and this was specified by government
expectations and advanced by standard industry practice. Yet, if a certain amount of engineering interpretation is
required and/or expected in meeting contracting specifications, and if these rules are implicitly understood
throughout an industry, what would constitute a "falsified" report? This was certainly a concern at the time.82
This raises serious questions about the qualification testing procedures as written and enforced, both during the
A7D aircraft brake project and now, questions students of engineering and business ethics must tussle with. How
do we reconcile innovation with meeting paradoxical testing procedures? What are the ethical implications of a
procedure that forces people to compromise their professional standards from the onset? And, if government
officials writing specifications are not specialists, who advises them? The same people that must in turn meet the
specifications?
With each increase in engineering and technological sophistication, new problems arise, and new traps lay just
beneath the surface. Perhaps the most valuable lesson of the case is that we all need to think about whether
current industry practice can meet the challenges new technologies bring. And engineers and managers must be
encouraged to admit when innovation falls short of its promise. There will always be risk in innovation. The trick
is learning how best to minimize it.
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Michael Davis argues that whistle blowing need not be an inevitable outcome of ethical misconduct, and that it
should be avoided at all cost because its only real worth is as a necessary evil. He sees whistle blowing as a
tragic no-win situation, and argues that individuals should use formal as well as informal networks, and if
organizational settings encouraged individuals to be the bearers of bad news and opened their lines of
communications, the tragedy of whistle blowing could be avoided.
. "Thinking Like An Engineer: The Place of a Code of Ethics in the Practice of a Profession,'' Philosophy &

Public Affairs, Vol. 20, No. 2, Spring 1991, pp. 150-167.
In this lucid essay, Davis argues that "a code of professional ethics is central to advising individual engineers how
to conduct themselves, to judging their conduct, and ultimately to understanding engineering as a profession."
Using the now infamous Challenger disaster as his model, Davis discusses both the evolution of engineering ethics
as well as why engineers should obey their professional codes of ethics, from both a pragmatic and ethicallyresponsible point of view. A must read for any graduating engineering student.
Dandekar, Natalie. "Can Whistleblowing Be FULLY Legitimized? A Theoretical Discussion," Business and
Professional Ethics Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1, Spring 1991, pp. 89-108.
Natalie Dandekar builds on Michael Davis' themes, and stresses the need for legislative and educational reforms
to protect those who find themselves in those rare cases where they have a legitimate claim to justifiable whistle
blowing.

